Abstract: This article discusses hybrid theory development efforts within industrial ecology. The framework is Latour's (1988) Prince metaphor, which he expanded to describe machines and machinations, technology and society. Technology including industrial ecology is regarded here as mediator between nature and society. Aspects on standard ecology and principles for ecosystem thinking as background for our knowledge of natural environment are discussed, in particular the novel understanding of transformation in human and natural systems by means of panarchy and adaptive cycles. Adaptive cycles are also considered as mediation between nature and society. However, natural, scientific or biological ecology are difficult to use directly as a platform for environmental management. A diversification of ecology into soft, practical and hard ecology facilitates the understanding of the relationship between scientific ecology and industrial ecology. Combining both in a model may emerge illustrating the construction of industrial ecology and sustainable production and consumption society and showing the dynamics between nature and society.
Introduction
"We enjoy the fruits of the plains and the mountains, the rivers and the lakes are ours, we sow corn, we plant trees, we fertilize the soil by irrigation, we confine the rivers and straighten or divert their courses. In fine, by means of our hands we essay to create as it were a second world within the world of nature." Balbus the Stoic (After Glacken, 1967, p.145) Communication and shared understanding of fundamental principles and knowledge between the different collaborating experts and disciplines involved is crucial within hybrid and multidisciplinary research and education programmes. The new academic field of Industrial Ecology (IE), where many authors and practitioners strive to sew the disciplines into a seamless web or to practise heterogeneous engineering, is a good example. Communication is not only verbal or oral communication between people with different positions, but it is also a kind of communication, interchange and negotiation between humans and non-humans (see Latour, 1988, p.23) . The compound denotation industrial ecology indicates a two-sided subject where apparently two different spheres are represented. One part is the cultural, societal and social sciences side with its subjectivity and industrial practice, and the other part is Nature with its objectivity and natural science or Scientific Ecology (SE).
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The IE concept represents very challenging initiatives and expresses considerable ambitions as can be seen from recent literature (Graedel and Allenby, 1995/2003; Erkman, 1997; 2002; Ayres and Ayres, 2002; Bourg and Erkman, 2003; Isenmann, 2003) . New research and study programmes, scientific journals, industrial projects and statements are launched continually, and it is often underlined that IE is an effort for implementing industrial sustainability and meeting the demands for a new industrial practice. The purpose is to change traditional industrial practice, and to move the industrial production and consumption society towards an ecologically inspired and environmentally acceptable direction. As a corollary, IE promotes the necessity and the requirement of interdisciplinary cooperation. These ambitions make it necessary to evolve the IE concept to be broad and meaningful enough to meet the challenges within the sustainable industrial production-consumption society, as well as to be deep and scientific enough to be accepted and useful as a framework for discussion between the disciplines involved and for real-life decision making.
For new initiatives which aim to contribute to solutions for large and complex problems and challenges connected to the interface between nature and culture, many difficult questions related to normative (political) and scientific issues need to be discussed. In order to improve the understanding of political processes and the scientific ecological prerequisites for change, the following theoretical works are useful as a platform for understanding and for communication of industrial sustainability and IE: • Latour (1988; 1991 /1993 The critical analysis of method in ecology and the diversification of ecology into soft, practical and hard ecology, as suggested by Shrader-Frechette and McCoy (1993) , are especially useful in order to elucidate the diversity of denotations of SE. Their methodology was launched to discuss ethics, sustainability and nature conservation and management in the context of scientific rationality and methods used in ecology.
Ecology and connotation
This article contributes to the critique of the ecology metaphor, and as Korhonen (2005) indeed demonstrates, the metaphor debate in itself can be a hindrance for progress in the work for sustainable development. Korhonen (2005, p.33) gives an impressive analysis of the literature on metaphor critique and I support his conclusion "…that this kind of critique should not be the main focus in sustainable development research as it can misguide our effort and put at risk the emergence of real contributions to sustainable development". But the purpose of my article is not only to discuss the term ecology in the context of industrial ecology. I will also discuss the possible effects different kinds of employment of the term SE may have on the term ecology as a distinct and precise notion for describing the ecology of natural systems.
The term ecology is used with many different definitions and it is often connected with content and meaning which have only very weak bonds to the scientific or biological understanding of ecology as it is used in standard ecology textbooks and journals. Confusion about the terminology may lead to at least three kinds of obstacles. First, it could easily create misunderstanding and misuse of ecological theory and thus a lack of professional progress. Second, it may build up unnecessary barriers between the disciplines, especially between ecologists on one side and engineers, economists and social scientists (e.g., business and management scholars) on the other. Third, it can also hinder open, informed and democratic discussions. Some quarters may present their arguments pretending to use the term ecology as a scientific term while they deliberately and tacitly are using the word as a political term.
An advanced approach to this issue is discussed by Latour (2004) in his book Politics of Nature: How to Bring the Sciences into Democracy. His remark on the "Quarrel between the Two 'Eco-Sciences'" is an excellent illustration of the paradox of ecology as a natural science: "One's home, habitat, or dwelling is called oikos in Greek. Commentators have often been astonished at the fate of the word 'ecology' -'habitat science', used to designate not the human dwelling place but the habitation of many beings, human and non-human, who had to be lodged within a single palace, as in a sort of conceptual Noah's ark. How can we explain, people wondered, that a term used for nature external to humanity can take from Greek the most anthropocentric, the most domestic, the most patriarchal of its terms, the one that has always been most distant from polis and the exercise of liberty?" (Latour, 2004, p.131) The use of ecology as a term pertaining to natural science, as explained in Section 4 of this article, has been used in this manner for more than 100 years. It has become the notion for an important and necessary discipline within natural science. Latour (2004, p.231 ) also asks what we can do with political ecology, and he answers: "… it is not enough to talk about nature and politics; we also have to talk about science. But here is where the shoe pinches: ecologism cannot be simply the introduction of nature into politics, since not only the idea of nature but also the idea of politics, by contrast, depends on a certain conception of science. Thus we have to reconsider three concepts at once: polis, logos and phusis."
Before starting the discussion on the use of ecology in different semiotic contexts, some conceptual issues related to IE and SE need to be clarified. The basic methodology for the IE concept is systems thinking. IE including theory, methodology and terminology is an arena both for inter-and intra-conceptual work among IE enthusiasts and for open, external, interdisciplinary communication in society. The concern of IE has so far mainly been the development of the concept, theory and certain applications connected to energy savings, product design, material cycling and industrial symbiosis within some industrial segments and the development and presentation of some IE parks.
The professional field of ecology (SE) and the term ecology are obviously important for the foundation of the IE concept, for self-understanding among IE enthusiasts and for promoting or marketing this new field of ideas. The major concern of SE is the biota, including the explanation of issues of production and decomposition, communities and species composition, and interaction and population dynamics, as well as behaviour and biological/ecological evolution and co-evolution. Ecosystems and cycles are also important, but these issues are not always essential topics among ecologists. The presentation in many standard ecology textbooks allocates rather few pages to biogeochemical cycles. The application of ecology is mainly directed towards nature conservation management, effects of pollution on species and ecosystems and biodiversity, especially loss of biodiversity due to human pressure on ecosystems. As many authors have mentioned, the mixture between IE and ecology creates many problems. These are not restricted only to the confusion about natural science and technology but are also about normative issues connected to the question about how much and how deeply should industrial societies interfere with and manipulate the natural systems.
The meaning and status that we are giving the word ecology in the term IE is crucial. Isenmann (2003) and Ehrenfeld (2003) have discussed this question and a practical conclusion from their work could be that ecology should mainly be used as a metaphor or allegory and not as an analogy for IE. Ehrenfeld says that metaphors cannot be right or wrong. They can only be useful or not, while using ecological analogies involves a much closer relationship between the systems or phenomena that are being compared and ecology. Korhonen (2004) , in discussing the theory of IE, and whether IE is or will be a form of descriptive or prescriptive science, emphasises, with reference to Ehrenfeld, that he has not used the ecosystem as a metaphor in his paper. He considers IE an analogy to ecosystem. He admits that the use of metaphors can be very useful as a source of inspiration and creativity, and could be fruitful for the research in order to achieve progress in IE towards more sustainable societies. But even if many authors clarify the denotation of their terms, it is still a problem, that a specific meaning of a term can be changed and thereby lose its original meaning.
The work Languages of Art of Goodman (1968 Goodman ( /1969 explains how a concrete denotation changes by integrating the connotation into the definition. A word, originally meant to depict particular phenomena, and help us to understand something (new), can be transformed. Goodman refers to the substitution of the original (primary) meaning by the secondary meaning, which can be a connotation. It is easy to find examples where the word ecology is regarded as a synonym for environment, environmental science, systems analysis of human production, human behaviour practice or political ecology, and then by extensive use becomes associated with a new primary meaning.
The difference between using a concept as metaphor, allegory or analogy is not always easy to detect. Ecology is a term that may have great political power and can be used to serve different strategic and tactical efforts. It is a risk, that an extensive utilisation of the term ecology with different connotations could harm or reduce the original value of the word as a scientific term. As an illustration, we can look at the allegory to fall between two stools. Everybody knows the explanation of this term. Use of this expression does not destroy or change our understanding of what a stool is in the real world. A stool is still a particular construction of furniture that serves a certain function called sitting. But the term industrial ecology, ecological agriculture or political ecology carries a risk, that of changing, quickly or slowly, the denotation of the term ecology among large groups of people, stakeholders or some sectors of the society. The reason for this is that these combined words or expressions are using, more or less, some part of the original content and meaning of ecology (scientific ecology). The usage of these combined terms diminishes part of the original denotation and decreases the precision of meaning. As a corollary, the common understanding of ecology could be transformed from something that is primarily a natural scientific issue to a political issue or maybe in the future, to a more industrial or management-oriented issue.
It this context it is interesting to study how the application of the term ecosystem is presented and analysed in the new UN report on the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005) , where the main topic is ecosystem service and how the global ecosystems could and should be managed in order to serve human interests in the future. It is an important work aiming to define ecosystem properties, abilities and resources principally in terms that can be put into a managerial system based on economic valuation, assessment and decision making. These are extensive global political processes which may change the impression and understanding among people of what ecology is. They may contribute to moving the denotation of ecology from being a typical biological and scientific issue to an economic and resource management issue.
Mediation, negotiation and construction
This section draws upon aspects of Latour's (1988) work on Machiavelli's 'Prince' metaphor, specifically where he challenges the common understanding of technology and society as two different poles of human progression. Latour (1988, p.20) makes use of Machiavelli's 'Prince' to show that "… if democracy is to be stable the harsh realities of power have to be understood". He argues against the common interpretation of the duplicity of the 'Prince' who distinguishes between virtue and evil in an arbitrary way. According to Latour, Machiavelli offers a set of rules which go beyond the distinction between good and evil and also emphasises negotiation, enlisting of allies, fighting of enemies and suspecting them all. In our time the 'ruler' has to beware simultaneously of humans and non-humans, and "The 'Prince' might be expanded to describe machines and machinations, technology and society" (Latour, 1988, p.21) . Latour claims that the duplicity of technology and society is the result of analysts' own interpretation of making two homogeneous sets; one is made by pairing human with humans and the other with all kinds of non-human elements. Figure 1 shows Latour's diagram of the false duplicity to the left and a more realistic one to the right. His main point is that we have to place ourselves in the new 'Prince's' position and by meandering between the human sphere and non-human sphere. Latour (1988, p.22) refers to case studies that: "(…) shifts the attention away from the two artefacts of society and technology (left part of the diagram) and leads us to a socio-technical position in which we see the innovators, or entrepreneurs, appealing from one set of alliances with human actors to another set of alliances with non-human actors, thus increasing the heterogeneity of the mixture at each turn of the negotiation (right part of the diagram)."
This meandering of the new 'Prince', who may be an individual, an assembly, a techno-structure, a nation or a collective, consists of a continuous process of mediation, negotiation and renegotiation. This is a process between what is scientifically possible and culturally or socially desirable or acceptable among the 'rulers' or the driving forces and interested parties, that in sum contributes to innovation and construction. The term construction is in this article limited to depict the meandering process that may occur when new technologies or industrial initiatives develop as a result of multidisciplinary work. Source: Latour (1988, p.23) There is always a struggle both inside the 'Palace' and outside, and on many fronts at the same time. From this position we may simplify the model to consist of the society on one side and nature on the other within the same framework. It is important not to divide the interests of technology and society to work apart, but rather, they join together in the same battle in order to increase power and produce results or constructs.
In the later discussion, I have modified Latour's model to describe technology as a construction between nature and culture on an ontological or phenomenological level and between ecology and society on an epistemological level. This modification should still be considered an allegory based on Machiavelli's 'Prince'. The model of the nature/culture meandering process gives us the opportunity to consider and analyse on a very general level how people, independent of their culture, can understand their relationship and dependence on the natural environment. It can be compared to Giddens' (1990, p.79ff ) ontological security, which describes how children possess a fundamental security relationship with their parents. This constitutes their trust in their surroundings and contributes to the formation of a child's self-identity. After years of growth, the child learns that uncertainty, problems and mistrust must be solved by processes that require skills and proficiency depending on experience, theory and methods which are earned by the individual's own development, education, etc., but very often are collected from and built upon the common pool of human knowledge and experience.
Similarly, humans traditional trust in nature and nature's capacity to provide them with food, shelter, etc., is a kind of ontological relationship. Nature gives to humans from its excess, but also takes, often brutally, human life and necessities for survival. The society thereby experiences insecurity and threats, in this case related to the environmental threats and challenges that require the mobilisation of skills and knowledge to maintain security. The ecology-society meandering process gives the opportunity to consciously reflect on this relationship by studying problems related to our physical environment based on empirical science and social science and thinking about solutions. The 'Prince' model also depicts a more process-oriented and realistic understanding of the role of engineers and technologists in the development of technology. The engineers and technologists can play the role of mediator and negotiator between the two sides of nature and culture by using theory, methods and pragmatic problem solving from natural science and social science. As mediator the engineer can be the interpreter between the dimension of science and society. As negotiator s/he will be an active agent to find solutions between what is scientifically possible and socially or culturally wanted or acceptable. The construction can be depicted as a meandering between the nature side and the culture side.
2 The actor carrying out the meandering or construction could be a technologist, economist or industrial ecologist. This role also includes renegotiation, where the engineers see quite another solution when the original technology has failed, been outdated, is not profitable or is strongly opposed by customers or society. The consciousness among engineers about this role is, of course, also important for self-understanding and knowledge among engineers and their practical work.
If technologists are recognised to be in this position as experts in negotiations between society and nature, it is crucial that this profession be aware of the full range of the science of ecology. This will be a problem, especially if engineers or technologists renegotiate ecology in such a way that ecology will lose its original core substance, namely its connection to biology. In this case, a new version of scientific ecology might become a more chemically and physically oriented science. This means at the same time that biological orientation could be neglected. And concerning social sciences, one could then imagine a notion of ecology which is related to biological and political ideology.
Ecology, ecosystem, sustainability and adaptive cycles
The history of the notation ecology (SE) is about 140 years old. Ernst Haeckel coined the term 'Oekologie', from Greek 'oikos' (household) to describe the new theory of Charles Darwin of evolution by natural selection. Haeckel claimed that the theory of evolution explained and formed the groundwork of ecology (McIntosh, 1985) . During this period many controversies and disputes have occurred among ecologists, such as the debate about superorganism versus individualistic ecology, and community theory versus continuum theory.
Ecological knowledge and the recognition of ecology have increased much since Haeckel, and ecology has been an important source of premises for decision making. But many difficult research questions and problems remain. Many of them are related to the space and time dimensions, abundance and distribution, heterogeneity versus homogeneity, stability versus dynamics, ecological resistance versus resilience, and interaction between the biota and the atmosphere regarding regulation and equilibrium of the chemical contents of the atmosphere. A methodology of IE that includes a structure of the different aspects of ecology, like the soft, practical and hard ecology (Section 6), could be very useful for the mediation of ecological knowledge.
Another problem is whether people who are promoting IE are using the natural scientific understanding of ecology, or some other concept of ecology. Or are they changing from one approach to another depending on the issue under assessment? In other words, do all participants in the discussion have the same basic understanding of ecology or do they have different opinions about it? I will argue that industrial ecology should be kept as a technological term and concept but with stronger obligations to natural ecology and the biotic part of ecological systems. Table 1 is an attempt to show the difference between IE and ecology by listing different concerns that industrial ecologists and ecologists may expose. Table 1 Different environmental concerns that may be exposed by an industrial ecologist and an ecologist A contemporary textbook on ecology typically contains the following classes of main concern:
• Ecosystem and cycles, which includes producers, consumers and decomposers, food web, carrying capacity, the flux of matter and energy and biogeochemical cycles.
• Individuals, populations and communities, which includes species, interaction, interspecific and intraspecific competition, population dynamics, growth and regulation, predation, behaviour, parasitism and disease, symbiosis and mutualism.
• Evolution and co-evolution, which include species richness and biological diversity.
Such textbooks (see for example Begon et al., 1996; Smith and Smith, 2003) may often allocate only a few pages to the biogeochemical cycles and the abiotic part of ecosystems. This could be interpreted to mean that the abiotic factors play a minor part and ought not to be the core of ecological research and theory among ecologists. On the other hand, how important the connection between evolution, biology and ecology is can be emphasised by the often-quoted statements: "Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution" (Dobzhansky, 1973) and "then equally, very little in evolution makes sense except in the light of ecology" (Begon et al., 1996, p.vii) .
For those who study natural ecology, the organism and population are the main concern. It is a more biological ecology. However, it is probably ecosystem theory that gives ecology power outside the biological quarters. Tansley (1935, p.299) , who first defined and used the term ecosystem, introduced the new powerful concept in this modest way:
"The more fundamental conception is…the whole system (in the sense of physics) including not only the organism-complex, but also the whole complex of physical factors forming what we call the environment… We cannot separate them (the organisms) from their special environment with which they form one physical system… It is the systems so formed which... (are) the basic units of nature on the face of earth…These ecosystems, as we may call them, are of the most various kinds and size."
Many other definitions of ecosystem were developed and used later. Jørgensen (1992 Jørgensen ( /1997 , who discussed different approaches to the ecosystem, gives in his definition a stronger tribute to the biological aspects than many others:
"An ecosystem is a biotic and functional system or unit, which is able to sustain life and includes all biological and non-biological variables in that unit. Spatial and temporal scales are not specified a priori, but are entirely based upon the objectives of the ecosystem study."
Often, especially in engineering quarters of industrial ecology, the ecosystem is mainly considered to involve energy and material flux and the chemical or physical parts of the system. Probably it is necessary within the IE concept to reduce the number of ecological concerns and focus attention on the flux of energy and materials, because it would be too complicated to take into account all aspects of the ecosystem. Jørgensen (1992 Jørgensen ( /1997 has identified six characteristics which make the ecosystem difficult to analyse. These characteristics can also explain why it is difficult to integrate and apply the SE theory fully into the construction of IE theory and practice. These points probably demand too much research and knowledge to be considered part of the implementing process of IE:
• There are a great number of organisms and species and they are all different.
• The high number of species gives an extremely high number of possible connections and different relations.
• The number of feedbacks and regulations is extremely high and makes it possible for the living organisms and populations to survive and reproduce in spite of changes in external conditions.
• The feedbacks are constantly changing.
• Ecosystems show a high degree of heterogeneity in space and in time.
• Ecosystems and their biological components, the species, evolve steadily and in a long-term perspective towards higher complexity. The earth's abiotic parts are working in a close and complex interaction with the biotic parts, and systems theory is obviously a very good tool for understanding and analysing these relationships. But there is more in the biological system than in pure chemical or physical systems. Odum (1953 Odum ( /1971 described an ecosystem in this way: "Besides energy flows and material cycles, ecosystems are rich in information networks, comprising physical and chemical communication flows that connect all parts and steer or regulate the system as a whole. Accordingly, ecosystems can be considered cybernetic in nature, but control functions are internal and diffuse rather than external and specified as in human-engineered cybernetics devices." Odum (1971) elaborates on the self-regulating mechanisms by pointing to homeostasis and the invisible wires or the hormone of ecosystems as built into natural ecosystems to maintain balance and stability, dynamics and evolution, and resilience and resistance. System homeostasis or self-regulating systems can, perhaps, be studied only on an ecosystem level. Standard ecology has two different classes of explanations built on biology: proximal and ultimate explanations (Begon et al., 1996) . A proximal explanation describes the present distribution of a species in terms of the physical environment that an organism can tolerate. But if we ask how the organism has these properties that now govern its life, we have to answer the question in evolutionary terms. The ultimate explanation of the present distribution of this organism lies in the ecological experience of its ancestors. Within the classification of Shrader-Frechette, proximal explanations would belong to practical ecology and ultimate explanations to hard ecology.
The World Commission on Environment and Development launched in 1987 their report Our Common Future and emphasised that the time had come for a marriage of economy and ecology, so that governments and people could take responsibility not just for environmental damage, but for the policies that cause damage. The term and definition of sustainable development was on the international political agenda. But, as early as 1980 The World Conservation Strategy 3 (IUCN et al., 1980) identified the two critical concepts:
1 Conservation -the management of human biosphere so that it may yield the greatest sustainable benefit to present generations while maintaining its potential to meet the needs and aspirations of future generations.
2 Development -the modification of the biosphere and the application of human financial, living and non-living resources to satisfy human needs and improve the quality of life.
The aim of the strategy was to achieve the three main objectives of living resources conservation: to maintain essential ecological process and life-supporting systems, to preserve genetic diversity and to ensure the sustainable utilisation of species and ecosystems. However, an important challenge is, how can the two approaches, ecology and development, be joined together in the context of sustainability? A new and very promising approach to analysing sustainable development is the concept of adaptive cycles and panarchy. Over the past 20 years, Holling (1986; 2001) , Gunderson and Holling (2002) and their colleagues have developed models and theories for connecting human and natural systems in order to better understand the transformations between the systems and to be able to manage the challenges of future sustainability. The concept, which briefly will be explained below, is a good example of a methodology for ecological understanding and decision making for issues associated with the interrelationship between nature and society. The concept applies to Latour's 'Prince' model presented above. Latour stresses the everlasting process of mediations, negotiations and renegotiations in order to develop the socio-technical position which can create a set of alliances with the non-human actors. To solve techno-societal problems related to ecology and nature in a sustainable way requires an overview and insight into slow and fast as well as short-and long-term processes, and this can be understood in the context of adaptive cycles and panarchy. Panarchy is, according to Holling (2001, p.392 ):
"....the term we use to describe a concept that explains the evolving nature of complex adaptive systems. Panarchy is the hierarchical structure in which systems of nature and humans, as well as combined human-nature systems, and social-ecological systems, are interlinked in never-ending adaptive cycles of growth, accumulation, restructuring, and renewal."
The concept of adaptive cycles, which emerged from experience with productive ecosystems, is characterised by three properties that shape the future state of a system (Holling, 2001, p.392 ):
1 the inherent potential of a system that is available for change (the wealth of the system) 2 the internal controllability which is the degree of connectedness between internal controlling variables and processes 3 the adaptive capacity which is the resilience of the system. Figure 2 shows a stylised model of the four ecosystem functions and the flow of events between them . The Y-axis shows changes in the potential that is inherent in the accumulated resources (biomass and nutrients) and the X-axis shows the degree of connectedness among controlling variables. The r-and K-strategist, as it is designated traditionally in population ecology, here represent respectively the exploitive phase (fast) and conservation phase (slow) regarding growth speed. The omega phase is the release of resources from a fragile and over-connected system, and the alpha phase represents the reorganisation of resources so that they can become available for the next phase of exploitation. There are many definitions of sustainable development and sustainability. Most of them reflect some important aspects, but usually they insufficiently cover the dynamics and the scale of resilience possessed by the different human and non-human systems. It is therefore easy to miss the time and scale dimensions of human and non-human subsystems that constitute the large complex system which has to be comprehended if we want to work towards sustainability. The idea of panarchy is that human and non-human systems can be described by using different adaptive cycles and that these cycles can then be joined together in a larger system. This comprehensive model makes it possible to analyse the human and non-human system within the concept of sustainable development. Source: Holling and Gunderson (2002, p.35) A strong part of the concept of adaptive cycles and panarchy is that it makes it much easier to maintain the distinction between different terms. This is because of the very elegant way of combining different subsystems, where the understanding of transformations in human and natural systems is merged together in a larger system where it is possible to identify scales, phases, rates, processes and actions for the subsystems involved. The relation to adaptive cycles and panarchy is visible in Hermansen et al. (1985) and Hermansen (in. prep) with forest structure research in the mountainous rain forest on the southern slopes of Mt. Kilimanjaro, Tanzania. The role, value and changes of the forest can be considered in the light of the three objectives of the catchment forest reserves management concept: biodiversity conservation, water conservation and production of forest products (Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism, Forestry and Beekeeping Division, 2003) .
The cycles of biodiversity have a long-term perspective connected to climate change and a medium-term perspective connected to regeneration of mature trees after logging, and a short-term one regarding fodder production and other non-timber forest products for local people. The hydrological cycles also have different time and scale perspectives. These depend on the plant (forest) ecological approach or water supply approach among the different water users at the farmland at the lower part of the slope, cities and villages on the plain or power production and irrigation along the river course. This is a very complex and conflicting situation partly depending on short-term or long-term interest among stakeholders, subsistence farmers, commercial plantations and cash crop producers or industrial activities demanding water and electric power. The forest production cycles are also of different scale and time, depending on daily need for forest products like fuel wood, herbal medicine, etc., animal fodder and pasture among the local people, and commercial logging and the sawmill business among investors.
Soft, practical and hard ecology
According to Shrader-Frechette and McCoy (1993) and Shrader-Frechette (1994) , the term ecology could be approached in three different ways based on different methods: soft, hard and practical ecology. The advantage of this typology is the opportunity to structure the discussion about which role ecology could or should play, and to account for general system ecology or theory is often difficult to use directly as a guide for decision making. These authors have used the classification to explain environmental ethics, sustainability and environmental risk and uncertainty, and problems with nature conservation management. The reasoning about environmental and sustainability ethics is a complex issue, with classifications of the different approaches and authors' views. Keitsch (2003) has worked out a schematic outline based along the two directions of non-anthropogenic ethics (we have ethical commitment not only towards humans but also towards other living creatures) and anthropogenic ethics where the ethical commitment is towards other humans.
Soft ecology is built on thermodynamic or mathematical modelling or stipulative models or definitions of ecology including concepts like integrity. This is a systems-oriented approach that may underestimate uncertainty and demand too little of ecology. Soft ecology is considered to be useful for looking for holistic solutions. It is a 'top-down' oriented methodology moving from general laws to specific cases and may appeal to 'environmental holism' where values are primarily connected to the biotic community.
Practical ecology is built on in situ and case studies, traditional natural history and practical experience and autecology. It can be regarded, perhaps, as the oldest 'science' -just consider lithic wall paintings in caverns -but may reduce ecology to a description of natural history. Proximal ecological explanations are sufficient for many ecological questions and applications of ecological knowledge. Practical ecology is 'bottom-up' oriented and appeals to hierarchical holism, where values are characterised by a priority ranking.
Hard ecology is built on statistical, reductionistic or hypothetic-deductive research methods (HD). This approach may overestimate ecological uncertainty and demand too much from 'ecology' for a number of practical, managerial or ethical questions. The ultimate explanation, where the evolutionary aspects of ecology and biology are in focus, is the goal for ecological research questions. Hard ecology is bottom-up oriented, moving from singular to theoretical explanations. It may appeal 'to ethical individualism', where only sentient individuals have interest. Jørgensen (1992 Jørgensen ( /1997 emphasises that ecology is the scientific study of the relationship between organisms and their environment. But this statement of ecology can be approached methodologically from two different sides. One is the reductionistic view where the relationships are found one by one and put together afterwards. The second is the holistic view where the entire system is considered and an attempt is made to reveal properties on the system level that cannot be found using reductionism. Jørgensen argues for a new pattern of ecosystem theory that includes a thermodynamic basis and the introduction of an adapted version of the second law of thermodynamics. The problem, however, is to develop such knowledge and understanding about problem solving at the society level locally as well as for global governance. Ecosystem studies based on reductionistic principles (bottom-up approach) belong to hard ecology, while the holistic, and top-down approach, which here also includes an enlargement of the second law of thermodynamics, seeks to find answers at the system level.
Industrial ecology as technology and construction between nature and society
Technology can be regarded as a construction which is emerging from the mediation between mobilisation of scientific knowledge and capability, and driving forces in society. Technological development is usually viewed as a means of improving industrial production, improving and designing new products and ultimately increasing social welfare and economic development. Too often the product of technology has been more effective weapons. Today, we are appealing to technology to help solve problems related to the ecological crises we are facing and other environmental concerns. The concept Cleaner Production (CP) represents one such effort, where technological solutions are applied to reducing pollution, increasing energy efficiency, etc. IE aims for a more ambitious goal, which goes further, and sees consumption and production as a whole and attempts to balance industrial production with ecological capacity. IE is thus an industrial concept that is wider and deeper than CP, because the aim of IE is not only the construction of individual technologies and technical solutions, but a new industrial system or socio-technological society with a recognised responsibility for the sustainable management of ecological resources. This implies that the social and normative perspective is much more integrated both in the technical aspects and the relationship to nature. This is indicated by the use of the word 'ecology' and definitions of IE presented below. The ecological perspective is not only applied in the construction of technology, but ecology also appears as a cultural framework that is legitimating the necessity of this new kind of technology and interdisciplinary work. The precision and perception of the term ecology is weakened, however, by the variety of interdisciplinary methods and the positioning of research for acquiring knowledge. This can lead to a widespread and almost universal use of the term ecology, as discussed above. Graedel and Allenby (1995/2003, p.9) , in the first edition of their textbook Industrial Ecology, have defined the essence of IE as follows: "Industrial ecology is the means by which humanity can deliberately and rationally approach and maintain a desirable carrying capacity, given continued economic, cultural, and technological evolution. The concept requires that an industrial system be viewed not in isolation from its surrounding systems, but in concert with them. It is a systems view in which one seeks to optimize the total materials cycle from virgin material, to finished material, to component, to product, to obsolete product, and to ultimate disposal. Factors to be optimized include resources, energy, and capital."
Later, in the second edition of their textbook (Graedel and Allenby, 1995/2003, p.39) , they refine their definition of industrial ecology, inspired by biological ecology, in which they say: "A working definition of Biological Ecology (BE) is the study of the distribution and abundance of organisms and their interaction with the physical world. Along the same lines, IE can be defined as follows: Industrial ecology is the study of technological organisms, their use of resources, their potential environmental impacts, and the ways in which their interactions with the natural world could be restructured to enable global sustainability."
The first definition clearly proposes the role of an industrial ecologist (an individual, assembly, profession or another collective) as mediator and negotiator, the role of which is to interpret what is desirable for humans and how to reach this state. It is an assessment that fits very well with the 'Prince' metaphor. In the next definition, non-humans are represented by SE and this perspective has become more strongly integrated with the notion of IE. Other much-used definitions suggested by Tibbs (1992) , Ehrenfeld (1994) and White (1994) are more delimited, operational and based on the traditionally technological approach. Chiras (1988) asks rhetorically: Why does nature persist while we deplete and destroy? Why can undisturbed ecosystems persist for decades, centuries and even millions of years? He answers by pointing out that nature has four major strategies to meet the condition for sustainability that permits life to continue. The first is recycling: the global ecosystem is a consummate recycler. The second is renewing: use of renewable resources that replenish themselves through natural biological and physical/chemical processes. The third is conservation: organisms use only what they need (in most cases). And the fourth is population control. How could these principles be implemented in industrial society? Or maybe not all of them should or could be taken as models and inspiration? The problem is that we can adapt some of the basic principles in nature for sustainable systems, but not all of them. Probably it will be very difficult to accept the principles of conservation and population control in human societies. Recycling and renewability have already been accepted. It is a problem to enlarge the concept and practice of IE to embrace the entire human and ecological sphere. It may lead to unwanted effects like reducing the right humans have to maintain other holistic perspectives on life, society and their connections to nature. How could a deliberative process be carried out if one version of the holistic approach has been approved and selected as the basis for strategic industrial and economic work on a global scale? It may promote more technocracy and less democracy. Commoner (1997, p.125) criticises IE for being an abstract concept, a kind of "response from the engineering community to the self-destructive impact of the industrial system on the natural ecosystems on which it depends", and for using ecological terms and ideas in a way that is not relevant. He suggests that it is much more important to "focus the attention of industrial engineers on the far-reaching, fundamental issues generated by powerful, destructive impact of modern industry on the environment" in order to "mandate the compatibility of industrial production with the ecosphere as a matter of national policy" (1997, p.129) .
The term sustainable development is an essential concept and often the starting point for many works dealing with the future coexistence between the human and non-human on this planet, and the possible future development of the human societies. The publication of the report Our Common Future by the World Commission on Environmental and Development (1987) was a milestone, and since then its definition of sustainable development has percolated through the greater part of environmentally oriented discussions and writing. But, as argue, the concept and its implication that there exits a certain level of sustainable use of resources that we should work towards is not sufficient. By using the concept of adaptive cycles that explains the relationship between the human and nonhuman systems in three dimensions along the axis of connectedness, potential and resilience, the question of sustainability can be met by a more relevant and powerful understanding of the processes that we need to handle. This approach may be understood as mediation, negotiation and renegotiation in line with Latour's 'Prince' metaphor. Figure 3 shows a possible relationship and interaction between ecology and sustainable production and consumption, where industrial ecology serves as mediator and negotiator, an instrument and agent for the carrying out and designing of such production systems in practice. To achieve the goals of IE requires new levels of knowledge built on the results of research from hard ecology: from physics, chemistry and ecology (biology). From soft ecology IE borrows a holistic approach that facilitates the argument for the necessity of changes, puts environmental concerns into context and inspires interdisciplinary cooperation. In some respects soft ecology is the overall or general language that makes the connection to and communication in culture 1 and society possible. On an outlook-on-life perspective soft ecology represents the connectedness to life systems. The main IE work in this context is between practical ecology and sustainable production and consumption. This is an arena for the development of strategies, design and assessment methods, and the development of reporting systems and indicators.
Hard ecology will over time contribute scientific facts, theories and models that are necessary in the long run for the justification of environmental policy development and implementation. Soft and practical ecology can create concern and the implementation of policy and measures based on the precautionary principles, but genuine and long-lasting consensus needs support from hard ecology.
A measure of how deep the understanding of different ecological phenomena is can be assessed by the level of ecological knowledge that is applied. The simplest level is the descriptive level, followed by the level of explanation. Deep scientific understanding can support prediction and even genuine control and exploitation within chemistry and physics. However, it is uncertain to obtain prediction and control over ecologically based technological systems. Ecological knowledge for prediction and control is based on hard ecology with HD methods and ecological experiments that require reduction of the experimental design compared to the natural ecological complexity. Bourg and Keitsch (2005) write:
"IE differs strongly from Bacons technology optimism, having the principle that technology has its limitations and that it can not replace the biosphere. The socio-technological implication of this altitude is twofold: refusing to continuously replace natural resources with technology, and refusing to believe in human's complete control of nature."
Conclusion
Hard ecology belongs to the sphere of science and the ultimate goal of natural science is to describe and understand what it is possible to learn, understand, explain and predict about nature. Revealing 'the truth' is the objective of scientific work. Technology on the other hand has construction as a goal; in the case of IE this construction should be significantly more environmentally acceptable than systems working today. Soft ecology in this respect is a necessary support for communications. Industrial ecology matches practical ecology in the sense that IE looks for measurable changes and improvements in the correspondence between nature and culture. This paper has presented a modification of Latour's 'Prince' metaphor in order to develop an understanding of IE as a new industrial production and consumption system. The mediating process, where the sociotechnical aspects are combined with ecological aspects, is accomplished by the new Prince: Industrial Ecology.
The proposed framework for integrating the notion of ecology in the context of IE follows:
• First, ecological concepts may cover needs regarding inspiration, metaphors and sometimes analogies for IE work. This is easy to accept for the application of, for example, ecological (biogeochemical cycles) cycling and energy flux principles. Other aspects of ecology may also be used as inspiration and a pattern of design for problem solving, but these issues often require a normative debate.
• Second, the ecological cycles, harvesting and utilisation of natural resources are necessary requirements for sustaining human societies. The interactions of industrial production and consumption systems with the functions of ecosystems, and the intention to design the industry and technology in the most effective and least environmentally destructive way, is necessary and unavoidable.
• Third, ecology may promote thoughtfulness, respect and other ethical considerations towards the biota. So far IE has been concerned mainly with the two first aspects. This third point must involve management of biota, habitats and use of biological indicators. It may become a stronger part of IE in the future. However, the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment may lead to an increasing valuation of ecosystem resources in economic terms. Ecosystems mainly understood as goods and services for human activities and business opportunities may reduce the respect for ecosystems as biological systems and intrinsic values.
Communication depends on the denotation and connotation of the terms we use. Latour (2004) discusses the difficult issue when typical scientific terms become part of political terms and as a result change in meaning from objective to subjective notions. For users of terms like ecology, industrial ecology and political ecology, there are still many scientific and normative aspects that need to be discussed and clarified.
